
Rahim Aghareb (1979-9-21)
Python/Django developer

ABOUT ME
    I develop small size websites with 
Python and Django in back-end and 
enhance them with HTML, CSS, 
Bootstrap and JavaScript in front-end.
Then I publish them on Linux VPS.
    Furthermore, as a result of a long 
period of design management 
experience, besides programming 
knowledge, I work with mid-size 
business companies to help them 
develop their digital products like as 
websites and apps.

Job experiences
Python/Django developer

 Ketabedamavand.com (2022): An online shop and ERP for a 
bookstore with about 30K books and 10 staff and more than 2K/Month 
slaes and purchase interactions

 Responsible for:
 Designing the main architecture of the service; Models views and the flow
 UIUX design of the website to achieve the client's need
 Developing as a Full-stack developer and writing all the front and back end of the 

project
 Deploying the project on server with uwsgi and nginx webserver

 Work with:
 Pycharm, Atom, GitHub to develop and version control of the code.
 Python, Django, CSS, HTML, BOOTSTRAP, JavaScript, nginx, gUnicorn, PostgreSQL 

and Linux tools to deploy projects on Linux VPS server.
 Computermuseum.ir (2022): A website for Iran computer museum
 Responsible for:

 Designing the main architecture of the service
 Developing as a Full-stack developer and writing all the front and back end of the 

project and Deploying the project on server with uwsgi and nginx webserver
 Not responsible for UI design 

 Work with:
 Pycharm, Atom, GitHub to develop and version control of the code.
 Python, Django,Django Restful API, CSS, HTML, BOOTSTRAP, JavaScript, nginx, 

uwsgi, Celery, PostgreSQL and Linux tools to deploy projects on Linux VPS server.
 rahimagha.ir   (2021): A mini online shop
 Responsible for:

 Designing the main architecture of the service
 UIUX design of the website to achieve the client's need
 Deploying the project on server with uwsgi and nginx webserver

 Gineau.com   (2019): A website for hand-made leather products
 Elvatech.ir   (2019): Company website

Tech lead
 Khanemon.com   (2019-2021): An Online marketplace for interior 

products
 Responsible for:

 Defining the project and worked with investors to fulfill their needs and their 
prospects and designing the road-map of project.

 Consulting  the development team to design the architecture of the service.
 working with UI/UX designers of the project to help them meet project goals.
 briefing the project for the developer team control the road-map of the product.
  A team of 5 creative content specialists and copywriters to manage the content of 

the site’s weblog (with SEO standards) and in social media.
 Worked with:

 CSS, HTML, JavaScript for checking the front team
 Figma for connecting with designer team
 Google Analytics and Serch Console for controlling the flow of user in the website
 Google Docs, Ms Office and GitHub for documenting

Website manager
 Cookiran.ir   (2016-2017) One of the biggest chain confectionery in Iran
 Nahantavan.ir   (2017-2018): A platform for disabled job seekers
 Sirsoor.com   (2017 – 2019) cooking weblog
 Responsible for:

 designing the road-map and connecting with teams
 Consulting and briefing the project for the designer
 managing the content and marketing teams and documenting the projects

 Work with:
 Google Docs and Ms Office for documenting and Adobe XD for website designs
 Google Analytics and Search console for controlling the website’s functionality.

Designer
 Furniture designer(2003-2015)
 Design lecturer in Tehran University of A  rt   (2014-2019)

Voluntary Jobs
 Django Girls   is a non-profit organization to help people to organize free, one-day 

programming workshop.
 I was responsible for the first Django Girls workshop in Tehran  (2018)  
 Now responsible for Farsi translation of Django Girls tutorial

CONTACTS
 +98 912 348 7091
 +98 217 757 3752
 rahim.aghareb@gmail.com  

 LinkedIn  
 Github  

EDUCATIONS
 BA in industrial design 

(UT) 2003
 MA in industrial design 

(TUA) 2010

PRO SKILLS
 Python (3.10)
 Django (4.1)
 HTML 5/CSS
 BOOTSTRAP (v.4)
 PostgreSQL (12)
 Git
 AdobeXD (44.0)
 Figma
 LPIC I
 MS Office 2019

COMMON SKILLS
 Project management
 Teamwork
 Self-motivated

Languages:
 Persian
 English
 Deutsch (B1)

INTERESTS
 Open source Projects
 Paragliding
 Sketching


